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Scientific Research grooves (Chakravarty et al., 2002). The MC procedure
developed previously (Chakravarty et al., 2002) is aJakkur P.O.
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that map the cavity. Although it gives excellent results
for interior cavities as well as cavities found near the
surface, it performs poorly in detecting surface concavi-Summary
ties. Cavities found on the surface are of special signifi-
cance as they are potential sites of protein-ligand andAccurate prediction of location of cavities and surface
protein-protein interactions.grooves in proteins is important, as these are potential
Such interactions play a central role in biochemistrysites for ligand binding. Several currently available
as the formation of any complex has functional conse-programs for cavity detection are unable to detect
quence. The biological function of a protein is definedcavities near the surface or surface grooves. In the
in the context of its interactions with other ligands (Eis-present study, an optimized molecular dynamics
enberg et al., 2000). Mapping complex protein interac-based procedure is described for detection and quan-
tion networks revealed by recent large-scale studiestification of interior cavities as well as surface pockets.
(Zhu and Snyder, 2002) would require manipulation ofThis is based on the observation that the mobility of
protein-protein interactions. This in turn would requirewater in such pockets is significantly lower than that
tools for predicting protein interfaces. Several studiesof bulk water. The algorithm efficiently detects surface
have characterized protein interfaces in an attempt togrooves that are sites of protein-ligand and protein-
understand the basis of protein-protein interactions.protein interaction. The algorithm was also used to
Protein-protein interfaces have been characterized insubstantially improve the performance of an auto-
terms of their geometry (i.e., size, shape, and comple-mated docking procedure for docking monomers of
mentarity), their chemical nature (types of chemicalnonobligate protein-protein complexes. In addition, it
groups and amino-acids present, hydrophobicity, elec-was applied to predict key residues involved in the
trostatic interactions, and the presence of hydrogenbinding of the E. coli toxin CcdB with its inhibitor.
bonds and salt bridges)(Argos, 1988; Chakrabarti andPredictions were subsequently validated by mutagen-
Janin, 2002; Chothia and Janin, 1975; Connolly, 1986;esis experiments.
Conte et al., 1999; Janin, 1995; Janin and Chothia, 1990;
Janin et al., 1988; Jones and Thornton, 1995, 1996,
Introduction 1997a; Lawrence and Colman, 1993; Norel et al., 1999;
Sheinerman et al., 2000; Valdar and Thornton, 2001; Xu
A cavity is an enclosed space in the interior of the pro- et al., 1997). Protein-protein interactions have also been
tein. In contrast, a pocket is a concavity located close to studied in the context of affinity of binding (Irene and
and connected with the protein surface, while a groove is Thornton, 2003). Jones and Thornton (1997a) found that
a shallow depression on the protein surface (Supplemen- interfaces in homo-dimeric complexes are in general
tal Figure S1, available online at http://www.structure. more hydrophobic while those in hetero-complexes do
org/cgi/content/full/12/11/1989/DC1/). Cavities, pock- not show any specific trend. However, Conte et al. (1999)
ets, and surface grooves in proteins are potential sites came to the general conclusion that except for perhaps
for binding of drugs, ligands, and other proteins. Cavities protease-inhibitor complexes, interfaces are no more
in proteins are also a major contributor to low packing hydrophobic than the rest of the protein surface. Inter-
densities and decreased stability (Lee et al., 2000). faces are found to be much richer in the aromatic resi-
Hence, identification and detection of cavities is impor- dues His, Tyr, Phe, and Trp, while depleted in polar
tant in the study of protein structure, function, stability, residues, especially Lys but not Arg (Chakrabarti and
and design. There are several existing procedures/pro- Janin, 2002; Conte et al., 1999). However, in general, it is
grams such as VOIDOO (Kleywegt and Jones, 1994), MS difficult to differentiate the interface from the remaining
package (Connolly, 1986, 1992), and CAST (Liang et al., solvent-accessible surface of the protein solely based
1998) for cavity detection in proteins. VOIDOO is a grid- on chemical properties and amino acid composition
(Chakrabarti and Janin, 2002). In a recent study, criteria
were evolved to distinguish between specific and non-*Correspondence: varadar@mbu.iisc.ernet.in
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specific interfaces in protein crystal structures (Bahadur Results and Discussion
et al., 2004).
Several computational approaches that currently exist Optmized MD Simulations
for predicting binding sites do so at different resolutions for Volume Calculations
(Halperin et al., 2002), namely: domains, sequence win- The Voronoi procedure (1907) for volume calculations
dow, surface patches, or individual amino acids. The has been used to calculate atom and residue volumes
“proline brackets” method attempts to predict binding in proteins. While this works well for interior residues,
sites based on the high frequency of prolines near inter- it fails for residues at the protein surface because poly-
action sites (Kini and Evans, 1995). According to ap- hedra for surface atoms are undefined. This can be over-
proaches based on correlated mutations, residues close come by appropriate positioning of water molecules
to the binding site are expected to mutate simultane- around the protein as discussed previously (Chakravarty
ously during evolution (Pazos et al., 1997). Based on et al., 2002). Recent work decribes use of an -shape-
information available about the chemical character and based method for calculation of volume derivatives in
amino acid composition of the interacting site, attempts macromolecules (Edelsbrunner and Koehl, 2003).
have been made to delineate surface patches that would MD simulations have been used to accurately position
overlap with the interacting site (Jones and Thornton, solvent around a protein. Voronoi volumes can be calcu-
1997b). Domain homologies were also used for binding lated from solvated protein structures derived from an
site prediction (Marcotte et al., 1999). Sequence profiles, MD simulation. This is one of the most accurate methods
incorporating information about solvent-accessible sur- for volume calculations. Tsai et al. (1999) have used MD
face area, and neighboring residues have been used for simulations to calculate atomic and residue volumes for
predicting protein interaction sites using neural net- residues on the protein surface and compared them
works (Zhou and Shan, 2001). Algorithms based on iden- with those in the core. However, a standard MD run
tifying potential hydrogen bonding groups, enzyme is computationally expensive. Hence, an attempt was
clefts, and charged sites and comparison with known made to come up with an optimized MD simulation pro-
binding sites for binding site prediction also exist (From- tocol that would give a good approximation of protein
mel et al., 1996; Gilson and Honig, 1987; Laskowski et residue volumes as compared with those obtained from
al., 1996; Shulman-Peleg et al., 2004). Phage display a standard MD simulation, but would decrease the com-
libraries have been used for binding site prediction putational time significantly. The goal was to ensure that
(Halperin et al., 2002). Attempts have also been made
more than 90% of the calculated residue volumes (the
to experimentally identify potential interaction sites or
initial simulations were carried out on RnaseS [1rnv])
“hot spots” by alanine scanning mutagenesis experi-
had an error of less than 10% as compared to residuements (Clackson and Wells, 1995; DeLano, 2002; Jin
volumes obtained using a standard MD simulation. Theand Wells, 1994). The method described in this work
standard MD simulation was run for both 40 ps and 200does not depend on evolutionary or sequence profile
ps in the case of T4 lysozyme and barnase, but volumesinformation to detect binding sites. Binding sites are
obtained were identical in both cases. To optimize thedetected using purely geometric criteria. Though resi-
protocol, different parameters were varied as given indue propensity, accessible surface area, and evolution-
the Experimental Procedures. The final optimized proto-ary information have not been used in the program per
col used a nonbonded interaction cutoff of 7 A˚, solventse, these can be easily incorporated if required.
buffer parameter of 5.5 A˚ (Experimental Procedures),Accurate prediction of protein interaction sites would
and constant volume simulation conditions. This re-also be useful in computational studies of protein-ligand
sulted in a reduction of 20- to 30-fold relative to theand protein-protein docking. Conversely, protein dock-
reference 40 ps simulation (Table S1 available at http://ing has also been used to identify putative binding sites
http://www.structure.org/cgi/content/full/12/11/1989/(Fernandez-Recio et al., 2004). Several automated dock-
DC1/). Standard MD simulations were also carried outing programs exist such as 3D-Dock (Gabb et al., 1997;
for 200 ps for barnase and T4 lysozyme. In both cases,Moont et al., 1999), ZDOCK (Chen et al., 2003), GRAMM
the volumes of all the residues converged to a near(Vakser, 1995), and DOT (Mandell et al., 2001). However,
constant value and the results were the same as thosewithout information about the approximate binding site,
obtained from the 40 ps simulations. This demonstratesit is still difficult to obtain the near-native complex in the
that 40 ps of simulation time is sufficient for the referencetop-ranked docked structures while docking unbound
simulation.monomers.
In the present study, an algorithm based on molecular
dynamics simulations is developed for detecting and
Algorithm for Quantifying and Calculatingquantifying cavities and surface grooves. This algorithm
Cavity Volumes(abbreviated OMD for optimized molecular dynamics)
Solvent is positioned around the protein by the opti-is shown to perform well in detecting protein-protein
mized MD protocol. Waters lying inside cavities shouldinterfaces in obligate as well as nonobligate complexes.
have a restricted movement during the simulation asSurface cavities detected by OMD have been used to
compared to those lying outside. These waters can beenhance the accuracy of an automated docking proce-
detected by calculating their root mean square devia-dure. The algorithm was also applied to predict the bind-
tions (rmsd) over the simulation period. The rmsd of alling region of the E. coli toxin CcdB (Loris et al., 1999) with
waters are calculated using 20 structures extracted atits inhibitor CcdA, and identify key residues important for
0.5 ps intervals over the simulation. All those watersthe interaction. The prediction results were confirmed
by performing Ala scanning mutagenesis experiments. having an rmsd less than cutoff value of 1.5 A˚ are de-
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Figure 1. The Distribution of Water Mole-
cules around the Protein 1RUV as a Function
of Rmsd Cutoff
Protein atoms lining the major surface groove
of 1RUV are shown as dark gray spheres
while the water molecules are shown as light
gray spheres. Water molecules are shown at
their mean positions with rmsds less than the
cutoff value of (A) 1.25 A˚, (B) 1.5 A˚, (C) 2 A˚,
and (D) 2.5 A˚. Water rmsds were calculated
from 20 snapshots taken at 0.5 ps intervals
over the simulation.
tected as lying inside cavities and removed. This cutoff dard deviation in Voronoi volume for that atom, the atom
is taken as a cavity-lining atom. For example, Let V0 bewas chosen by analyzing MD simulation results for three
different proteins (Barnase, 1A19; Ribonuclease A, the standard average Voronoi volume of atom A. S0 be
the standard deviation for the volume of the same atom1RUV; T4 lysozyme, 1L63). In each case, waters at differ-
ent rmsd cutoffs were examined by visual inspection to A, and VC be the observed Voronoi volume of the same
atom A. If VC – V0  S0, then A is said to line a cavity.see if they were preferentially associated with surface
concavities. Water molecules with rmsd’s less than vari- These atoms are now clustered into groups to demar-
cate cavities using a grid-based procedure describedous specified cutoff values from the 1RUV simulation
are shown in Figure 1, together with the largest surface below.
Grid Clustering Algorithmpocket for that molecule. It can clearly be seen that
an rmsd cutoff of 1.5 A˚ is optimal for choosing cavity- The protein is mapped onto a grid with voxel dimensions
1  1  1 A˚3. Voxels that clash with protein atoms areassociated water molecules. The number and average
distance of water molecules from the protein surface as flagged as A. All A-flagged voxels that clash with protein
atoms detected as lining the cavity from the MD simula-a function of water rmsd over the MD simulation was
calculated (Figure S2, Supplemental Data [above URL]). tions are flagged as P, while those which do not clash
with any protein atom are flagged as E (empty). All vox-It can be seen that the average distance increases signif-
icantly up to an rmsd of about 2.25 A˚ and gradually els, except those on the surface of the grid, have 26
neighboring voxels (6 voxels sharing a face, 12 voxelsplateaus thereafter for all three proteins. Both Figures
1 and S2 suggest that 1.5 A˚ is an optimal rmsd cutoff to sharing an edge, and 8 voxels sharing a point). Voxels
on the surface of the grid are marked differently. Asdistinguish between cavity-associated and bulk waters.
For each structure extracted at a given time point, shown in Figure 2, in a 2-dimensional grid, there are 8
directions or 4 pairs of opposite directions (an exampleVoronoi volumes of all atoms are calculated after dele-
tion of water molecules with an rmsd greater than 1.5 A˚. of a pair of opposite directions is given by the dotted
arrows) along which a search can be made from a givenThe Voronoi polyhedra are constructed using the radi-
cal-plane method. Voronoi volumes of all atoms are now voxel. In a three-dimensional grid, there are 26 directions
and hence 13 opposite pairs of directions along whichcompared with standard Voronoi volumes (Harpaz et
al., 1994) calculated for all atoms in all residues. These a search is made. Starting from each E-voxel that is not
on the surface of the grid, a search is carried out in allstandard volumes have been derived from analysis of
buried residue volumes in protein crystal structures. If 13 opposite pairs of directions for a maximum distance
of 20 A˚. If P-flagged voxels are encountered in boththe difference between the calculated Voronoi volumes
and standard volumes is more than the published stan- directions in a given pair, then this voxel is detected to
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volume is assigned by totaling the number of voxels
inside each cavity. To demarcate atoms lining each cav-
ity, Voronoi volumes of all atoms are calculated with
and without the grid points inside each cavity. Atoms
showing a change in their Voronoi volumes are detected
as lining that cavity. This process is summarized in Fig-
ure S3 (Supplemental Data).
Model Mutants
In an earlier analysis (Chakravarty et al., 2002), we have
compared various methods for cavity detection and
quantitation of cavities in proteins. Of these, the MC
and CAST programs were found to be the most accurateFigure 2. Schematic Representation of the Cavity Voxel Detection
for cavities located either in the protein interior or closeAlgorithm
to the protein surface.The clear spheres indicate atoms lining a cavity while the shaded
To make comparisons between MC, CAST, and theones indicate other atoms. The square colored black is a voxel
inside a cavity. The arrows indicate the directions in which the current method possible, since these methods compute
search is made. The voxel is detected as lying inside a cavity since different measures of the cavity volume, it was neces-
in at least one pair of opposite directions (for example, the dotted sary to normalize the calculated values to allow compari-
arrows), cavity-lining atom flagged voxels (P-voxels) are encoun-
son. In order to carry out such a normalization, as welltered in both directions of the pair.
as to compare the accuracy of volumes determined by
the various procedures, we carried out calculations on
be lying inside a cavity. Only if a voxel is detected as a artificial/model mutants of 12 proteins where large resi-
cavity voxel in more than 50% of the structures obtained dues were replaced with smaller residues as described
during the simulation, it is included in the final list of previously (Chakravarty et al., 2002). Model mutants
cavity voxels. The grid clustering algorithm is then run were created by deleting the side chain atoms of the
on six structures extracted between 5 and 10 ps of selected residue from the PDB coordinates file. For ex-
the simulation. All cavity voxels are collected and the ample, in a Phe→ Ala model mutant, all Phe side chain
clustering sequence begins. atoms after the CB atom are deleted. A total of 41 X →
Due to the fine grid, the number of cavity voxels is Ala model mutants were constructed where X stands
large and cavities cannot be clearly demarcated. Hence, for Trp, Phe, Met, Leu, Ile, and Val. Only bulky residues
the cavity voxels are now filtered as follows. with side chain depth greater than 7.0 A˚ were chosen.
(1) First filter: Remove cavity voxels immediately next This was done to ensure proper comparison with the
to a P-flagged voxel. I.e., remove all cavity voxels that expected volumes, as Voronoi volumes of only buried
share a face with a P-flagged voxel. Cavity voxels shar- residues are accurately known.
ing an edge or a point with a P-flagged voxel are re- To obtain volumes of cavities due to a large to small
tained. substitution in the model mutants by the present
(2) Second filter: Remove voxels which have less than method, the number of cavity voxels within a distance
a specified number of neighboring cavity voxels. Here of 5.5 A˚ from the centroid of the side chain of the wild-
neighboring voxels indicate all voxels that share a face, type residue were counted. The same calculation was
edge, or point. This removes the weak links that may done after creating the mutation. The difference be-
exist among different clusters and hence delineate cavi- tween the number of voxels obtained in the wild-type
ties efficiently. This number is defined by the variable and the mutant gave the volume of the cavity created
MINLINK. (cavity volume) due to the large to small substitution.
Before the first cycle of filtering, all cavity voxels are A linear regression was carried out to relate the calcu-
considered to be part of a single large cluster. We start lated cavity volume with the expected Voronoi volume.
with a MINLINK of 2, filter the cavity voxels, and cluster
Expected Voronoi volumethem to delineate cavities, repeating the process each
time, increasing MINLINK by 1. Clustering is done by a m1[cavity volume]  m2 (1)
fast union-find algorithm (Tarjan, 1975). However, at
Unless otherwise stated, all cavity volumes reportedeach stage of filtering with a given MINLINK, clusters
hereafter are corrected using the above equation withwith size less than 25  MINLINK are not included for
values of the slope and intercept listed in Table S2 (Sup-filtering. This is done for the following reason: if a cluster
plemental Data). These values were 1.1 and 12, respec-containing 20 voxels is subjected to filtering using a
tively, for the OMD algorithm, indicating that the calcu-MINLINK of, say, 10, almost all of the voxels would get
lated volumes are very close to actual Voronoi volumes.removed. It is desirable to cut down this “cavity voxel
loss” due to filtering. A factor of 25 is used to force
higher values of MINLINK to filter only larger cavities, Detection of Protein-Ligand Binding
and Protein-Protein Interaction Sitesleaving the smaller clusters intact. These clusters get
included in the final list of clusters of cavity voxels. The Binding sites for small molecule ligands and other pro-
teins are typically located in concavities close to thealgorithm stops if MINLINK becomes higher than 25 or
if there are no cavity voxels left for further filtering. protein surface. We therefore attempted to detect the
ligand binding site in 5 proteins where the complex ofEach final cluster of voxels is a cavity. The cavity
Cavity Detection in Proteins
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Table 1. Detection of Ligand Binding Sites by OMD, MC, and CAST
OMD CAST MC
PDB ID Volumea (A˚3) Ranka Volume (A˚3) Rank Volume (A˚3) Rank
1A28 340 1 403 2 274 1
1OMP 446 1 965 1 — —
1ULB 360 1 812 1 487 1
2CCY 424 1 518 1 192 1b
4DFR 340 1 1201 1 66 2b
a Volume is the volume of the detected cavity. All cavities are ranked in descending order of volume. A rank of one indicates that this is the
largest cavity (see Experimental Procedures for additional details).
b Only a small part of the actual site was detected by the MC algorithm. All volumes are corrected Voronoi volumes.
the protein with the ligand is already known (Table 1). of known structure. The OMD algorithm was initially
tested on a data set of 15 bound complexes whereinIn all 5 cases, the ligand bound to the largest cavity as
detected by the OMD algorithm. With CAST, the ligand the structure of the complex was already known. This
set (given in the Experimental Procedures and takenbinding site was the largest cavity in four out of five
cases and the second largest cavity in one case. In three largely from [Conte et al., 1999]) contained a variety of
dimers, enzymes with inhibitors, immune complexes,cases (1ulb,1omp, and 4dfr) the volume given by CAST
differed from our algorithm by more than 400 A˚3. CAST and growth hormone with its receptor. For obligate di-
mers, the cavity calculations were performed on anytypically assigned larger volumes to most cavities rela-
tive to OMD. The MC procedure performed poorly, as one of the monomers. For enzyme complexes, where
cavity calculations were performed on the enzymesin most of the cases, it detected only a part of the binding
site. While MC works very well (Chakravarty et al., 2002) while in the immune complexes, we used the target
antigen, e.g., superantigen in 1jck and lysozyme in 1fdl.for cavities located in the protein interior or close to the
surface, it is not able to detect surface pockets and In all except one case, we found that the largest pocket
corresponded to the protein-protein interaction site.shallow grooves such as those found at binding sites.
This study was further extended to predict protein- Only in the case of 1fdl (antibody to lysozyme with lyso-
zyme), the antibody binding site was the third largestprotein interaction sites. Protein-protein interaction
sites are formed between relatively flat surfaces and it cavity while the substrate binding site was the largest
cavity. Eight other complexes of lysozyme with differentis often hard to predict an interacting surface in a protein
Table 2. Detection of Protein Interaction Sites by OMD, CAST, and MC
OMD CAST MCc
PDB ID-chain Ranka %CPb %OPb Ranka %CPb %OPb Ranka %CPb %OPb
1RNV 1 91 36 1 73 9.1 2 45 9
1PP2-R 1 72 79 1 52 66 1 24 38
2ZTA-A 1 63 53 1 5 21 — — —
1G9M-G 1 90 97 4 40 67 1 27 163
3HHR- Bd 2 100 113 2 39 21 1 7 50
3HHR- Ce 1 82 71 7 38 19 2 56 63
1BRS-A 1 88 59 1 71 88 1 29 53
1CBW-ABCf 1 92 80 1 64 104 — — —
1CHO-E 1 96 135 1 43 78 1 57 104
1CSE-E 1 95 73 1 64 68 2 45 22
1UGH-E 1 96 77 1 50 88 1 27 131
1STF-E 1 100 100 1 30 104 1 22 17
1JTG-A 1 67 59 1 59 74 1 11 48
1JCK-B 1 88 138 3 38 81 — — —
1DFJ-E 1 63 59 2 19 3 — — —
1FDL-Y 3 100 121 1 36 100 — — —
Average 86 84 45 62
In all cases, protein coordinates were taken from the known structure of the complex.
a Indicates the rank of the seed cavity as described in Experimental Procedures. In all cases, the coordinates of the indicated chain were
extracted from the known coordinates of the complex.
b CP, correct prediction; OP, overpediction. All these quantities are defined in the Experimental Procedures.
c A minus sign indicates that no cavity was detected at the site of the interaction. Since MC did not detect cavities in several cases, average
accuracies for this method are not indicated.
d Results for interface between chain A and B.
e Results for interface between chain A and C.
f ABC indicates a single polypeptide chain. However, due to disordered regions in the protein structure, the single polypeptide chain has been
split into three chains in the PDB entry.
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cavity was the site of interaction. The OMD algorithm
detected these sites with an average accuracy of 86%,
while the average overprediction in this case was 85%.
Thus it can be seen that the algorithm performs equally
well in detecting interaction sites irrespective of whether
the structure of the protein is taken from the complex
or in the unbound state. However, it should be noted
that in all cases examined, there were no major confor-
mational changes (rmsd  1 A˚) between bound and
free protein. For all proteins in the dataset (listed in
Figure 3. Examples of Protein-Ligand and Protein-Protein Interac- Experimental Procedures), all cavities greater than
tion Sites Detected by the OMD Procedure 100 A˚3 were examined. The average number of cavities
(A) 1A28. Progesterone bound to progesterone binding protein. per protein was 10  4. The average cavity volume
Atoms represented as light gray spheres indicate cavity lining atoms. was 383  51 A˚3 for cavities involved in binding small
Atoms in dark gray show the ligand. The protein backbone is shown
molecules and 443  116 A˚3 for cavities involved inin light gray.
binding other proteins. The average difference in volume(B) 1CSE (subtilisin with eglin-C). Atoms represented as light gray
between the largest ligand cavity (involved in the ligand/spheres indicate the surface cavity in the enzyme. The enzyme
backbone is shown in dark gray while the inhibitor backbone is protein binding) and the next largest one was 22%.
shown in light gray. Attempts were made to reduce the overprediction by
incorporating information on residue accessible surface
area (asa) and residue volume contributions to the cav-
monoclonal antibodies were examined, two of these ity. This is because residues that are highly buried in
antibodies bound to the third largest cavity, four to the the protein structure or that have only a few atoms lining
fourth largest cavity, and two to the seventh largest the putative cavity are unlikely to be important compo-
cavity in lysozyme (data not shown). The predicted in- nents of a protein-protein interface. All residues from
terface and the observed interface obtained from the the cavity that had an asa of less than a certain cut-off
complex were defined as given in the Experimental Pro- were removed. Different asa cut-offs of 5%, 10%, and
cedures and analyzed for correct prediction, overpre- 12% were examined. A cut-off of 10% gave the best
diction, and underprediction (Table 2). The same analy- results, reducing the overprediction to 59%, whereas
sis was repeated using CAST. The OMD algorithm gave the correct prediction was 79%. The excess volume of
an average correct prediction of 86% as compared to each residue as compared to its standard Voronoi vol-
45% with CAST, while the overprediction was slightly ume were taken as the individual contribution of each
larger (84% for OMD and 62% for CAST). However, as residue to the cavity. Different residue volume cut-offs
shown below, use of an accessibility cutoff can signifi- of 10 A˚3, 15 A˚3, and 20 A˚3 were examined. A cut-off of
cantly decrease the extent of overprediction for OMD 10 A˚3 gave the best results with an overprediction of
without decreasing the extent of correct prediction. The 61% and correct prediction of 79%. These studies dem-
data in Table 1 and Table 2 show that the OMD algorithm onstrate that although protein:protein interaction sites
fares very well while detecting protein-ligand/protein- are relatively flat, they do have concavities that are de-
protein interaction sites purely on cavity size. Examples tectable by both the OMD and CAST procedures.
of protein-ligand sites and protein-protein interaction
sites detected by the OMD algorithm are shown in Fig-
ures 3A and 3B, respectively. Docking Studies
Predicting protein-protein interaction sites could findUsing the OMD algorithm, the same method was then
applied to detect protein interaction sites in unbound useful application in protein docking studies. The gen-
eral strategy for docking proteins employs shape com-partners in a complex where the individual monomer
structures were also available (Table 3). The interface plementarity. The algorithm (Katchalski-Katzir et al.,
1992) is widely used for scanning a receptor interfaceanalysis was carried out as described above. In four out
of five cases, the largest cavity was found to be the site to get a complementary match with the ligand. Both the
receptor and the ligand are discretized onto a grid. Theof interaction. Only in one case, i.e., 3cyh/1ak4 (human
cyclophilin A bound to HIV-1 capsid), the third largest surface of the receptor is distinguished from its core.
Table 3. Prediction of Protein-Protein Interaction Sites Using OMD and CAST
OMD CAST
Monomer Complex
PDB ID PDB ID Rank % CP % OP Rank % CP % OP
3CYH 1AK4 3 82 82 1 59 35
3CHY 1A0O 1 87 107 1 60 53
5CHA 1CHO 1 91 71 1 35 70
1A2P 1BRS 1 82 106 2 59 71
1AKZ 1UGH 1 88 62 1 62 85
Average 86 85 55 63
In each case, protein coordinates used were of the free protein, in the absence of any binding partner.
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Table 4. Docking Unbound Subunits
Rank without Rank with Complex Ligand
Receptor Ligand Complex filtera filtera rmsdb (A˚) rmsdc (A˚)
3CHY 1A0O:D 1A0O 6134d 5d 3.35d 5.38
1AKZ 1UGH:E 1UGH 2653 8 1.37 1.70
1SBC 1CSE:E 1CSE 6903 4 0.92 1.51
1A2P 1A19 1BRS 4 7 1.2 0.88
5CHA 2OVO 1CHO 54 1 1.5 3.14
5CHA 4PTI 1CBWe 20e 4e 5.39e 13.16
3CYH 1AK4:C 1AK4 870 8 1.98 2.40
Prediction accuracy is shown with and without implementation of the cavity filter.
a The rank shown is the rank of the first correct structure in the list of predicted complexes generated by the docking program.
b The docked complex is superposed with the corresponding crystal structure. Rmsd is calculated using all C atoms in the complex.
c Superposition is carried out as in b above. Rmsd is calculated using the C atoms in the ligand only.
d This was the structure with the lowest rmsd in the set of docked structures.
e The best docked structure was ranked 493(with filter) and had an rmsd of 1.97 A˚ with respect to the X-ray structure of the complex.
The ligand is then rotated by fixed discrete angles and Experimental Validation of Binding
Site Predictionstranslated all over the receptor grid. The shape comple-
mentarity of the ligand with the receptor surface is calcu- Another important application of the current study would
be to predict the residues that were significant for pro-lated by Fourier transform operations. The docking pro-
cess was further improved by effective treatment of tein-protein interactions. These predictions can be ex-
perimentally tested by alanine-scanning mutagenesiselectrostatics and residue pair potentials (Gabb et al.,
1997; Moont et al., 1999). These algorithms perform well (Clackson and Wells, 1995; Jin and Wells, 1994). In order
to predict residues involved in protein-protein interac-when attempting to dock monomers obtained from al-
ready bound complexes, though in several cases, the tions in an experimentally tractable system, we applied
the OMD algorithm to the E. coli toxin CcdB. The proteincorrect complex is not among the top ranked solutions,
but is much further down the list. However, the perfor- CcdB interacts with both DNA gyrase and with the CcdB
inhibitor CcdA. Residues important for gyrase bindingmance is poor when applied to monomers of unbound
complexes due to conformational changes at the sur- are known to be localized to the C terminus of CcdB
(Bahassi et al., 1995). However, little is known aboutface (Smith and Sternberg, 2002) that occur upon com-
plex formation. However, if the interacting site on at residues important for binding CcdA. In order to experi-
mentally test if the residues surrounding the largest sur-least one of the monomers is known, the prediction
accuracy can be improved significantly (Moont et al., face pocket in CcdB (Figure 4) were involved in CcdA
binding, these were all replaced with Ala. The residues1999). Attempts were therefore made to incorporate in-
formation from the OMD algorithm to constrain the that contributed more than 20 A˚3 to the volume of the
pocket were taken as significant for the interaction (Ta-docking procedures to search only the predicted inter-
face instead of the entire protein surface. The code that ble 5). All proteins were expressed under control of the
araC promoter in the vector pBAD24. This allows forwas used was ftdock (Gabb et al., 1997). The algorithm
utilizes a grid-based search of the ligand on the surface
of the receptor and scores complexes using shape com-
plementarity and electrostatics. In the second step, the
complexes are reranked using residue pair potentials
(Moont et al., 1999). We introduced a filter function in
the second step. The function checks that at least 20%
of cavity voxels in the largest cavity are occupied by
ligand. If so, then the algorithm proceeds further to cal-
culate the score for the complex, otherwise it gives the
complex a score of zero. We docked 7 unbound com-
plexes where the structure of the complex was also
known. For each complex, all 10,000 structures gener-
ated by 3D-Dock were analyzed to see if a correctly
docked orientation is predicted (Table 4).
On average, 90% of the predicted structures have the
ligand placed completely outside the predicted binding
site. The filter requires that20% of cavity voxels over-
Figure 4. Stereo View of CcdB Homodimer Showing the Position oflap with the ligand. This additional constraint eliminates
Residues Lining the Largest Cavity in the Structure
a further 8% of structures. Thus a significant number of
Ala mutants of residues colored green have substantially decreasedfalse positives get filtered. This improves the prediction
binding to CcdA, those colored magenta have decreased binding,
accuracy of the docking algorithm and enables the cor- while those colored cyan are unaffected by mutation. The two chains
rect orientation to be found in the top 10–15 predicted of CcdB are colored cream and white respectively. The figure was
generated using Rasmol version 2.4 (Sayle and Milner-White, 1995).complexes (Table 4).
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Table 5. Ala Scanning Mutagenesis of Residues Lining the
Largest Cavity in the CcdB Dimer (PDB Code 1vub)
Phenotype of
Residue Volume (A˚3) Accessibility (%) Ala mutant
TYR8 48.2 60.0 Y
LYS9 59.8 65.8 X
ARG10 85.0 57.6 X
SER12 25.1 71.9 X
ARG13 64.9 53.1 X
TYR14 22.5 14.4 Y
ARG15 66.8 70.5 X
ARG30 76.7 33.8 
ASP67 68.0 36.1 Y
SER70 20.8 11.8 
PRO72 68.6 31.7 X
SER74 63.7 74.5 X
VAL75 37.5 37.9 
Y, residue crucial for CcdA binding, no growth observed above
0.01% arabinose for Ala mutant.
, residue involved in CcdA binding, no growth observed above
0.03% arabinose for Ala mutant.
X, residues not crucial for CcdA binding, Ala mutant similar to wt,
no growth observed above 0.06% arabinose.
Figure 5. Plate-Based CcdA Binding Assay of Alanine Mutants Lin-
ing the Largest Cavity in the CcdB Dimer as a Function of Arabinose
Concentrationdose-dependent induction so that the level of CcdB
expression can be regulated by the amount of inducer (A) 0.01% arabinose. (B) 0.03% arabinose. (C) 0.05% arabinose.
From 1– 6 (clockwise) are Y8A, D67A, Y14A, P72A, Wild-type, and(arabinose). Mutant plasmids were transformed into the
P35A. Y8A, D67A, and Y14A are crucial for CcdA binding, P72A notE. coli strain XL1-Blue and plated as a function of inducer
involved in CcdA binding, and P35A is an inactive mutant. All mu-concentration. XL1-Blue expresses a fixed amount of
tants are transformed into the E. coli strain XL1-Blue which constitu-
CcdA through its resident F plasmid. At low concentra- tively expresses a fixed amount of CcdA. Ala mutations at residues
tions of inducer (up to 0.05%), the level of CcdA is suffi- involved in CcdA binding will result in a decrease in affinity for
cient to titrate out the pBAD24-encoded CcdB and cells CcdA and hence in inhibition of growth at lower concentrations of
arabinose than for WT CcdB.survive. At higher concentrations of inducer, excess
CcdB is produced, resulting in cell death (Figure 5). Any
mutations that affect interaction of CcdB with CcdA
theless, it is straightforward to implement and is superiorwould therefore be expected to result in cell death at
and complementary to many existing procedures forinducer concentrations lower than 0.05%. Several of the
identification of ligand binding and protein interactionmutants did indeed show such activity (Figure 5 and
sites in proteins. Being able to a priori predict bindingTable 5). Of the thirteen sites examined, six showed clear
sites would have important applications in drug design,phenotypic effects in CcdA interaction when mutated to
facilitate protein-protein interaction prediction, and mayAla. Control Ala mutations at three other surface ex-
provide significant guidelines for binding site design.posed sites in other regions of the protein (residues 49,
89, and 92) showed no phenotypic effects. In addition, Experimental Procedures
SDS-PAGE of whole-cell lysates showed that all Ala
mutants were expressed at the same level as WT (data Proteins Used for Volume Calculations
All protein coordinates were taken from the Protein Data Bank (PDB)not shown). The three residues (Y8, Y14, and D67) that
(Berman et al., 2000). The following PDB IDs were used for devel-showed the largest effects are clustered together on the
oping the optmized MD protocol: 1BNI (barnase), 1L63(T4 lyso-surface of CcdB, while the remaining residues (R 30,
zyme), 1OMP (maltose binding protein), 1RNV (RNaseS), 2TRX (thio-
S70, and V75) are located close by. Hence, using a redoxin), and 7TIM (isomerase).
combination of computation and experiment, we have The following PDB IDs were used in model mutant studies. Protein
names followed by residues mutated to Ala are indicated in brackets:been able to localize the CcdA binding site on the sur-
193L (hen egg white lysozyme I55, L56, M12, and W28), 1A19 (bar-face of CcdB. These results suggest that residues in-
nase F74, I5, and W53), 1ASS (Chaperonin from Thermoplasmavolved in ligand binding and protein-protein interactions
Acidophilum L77, M15, and V76), 1CZ3 (dihydrofolate reductasecan be predicted correctly using our procedure. The
from Thermatoga Maritima I110 and M60), 1FKD (FK506 binding
algorithm provides a good starting point for carrying out protein F99, L74, W59, V101, V24, and V63), 1HFX (alpha lactalbumin
time consuming alanine scanning experiments aimed at I30 and W26), 1L63 (T4 lysozyme W138, M102, and L99), 1WHI
(ribosomal protein L14 and I114), 1LZ1 (human lysozyme F57, I56,identifying hotspot residues.
L12, M29, W28), 1RUV (ribonucleaseA F46, F8, I106, M30, V47),In its present form, no effort has been made to con-
1STN (staphylococcal nuclease F34, I92, L103, V104, V23), and 3DFRsider other factors such as residue type, electrostatics,
(dihydrofolate reductase from Lactobacillus Casei F3, M128).hydrogen bonding, or evolutionary information. The pro-
The following PDB IDs were used in the study of protein-ligand
cedure is also computationally expensive and, as cur- and protein-protein interactions. 1A28 (progesterone receptor with
rently implemented, requires usage of an external suite progesterone), 1A2P (barnase), 1ABE (arabinose binding protein
with arabinose), 1AKZ (uracil-DNA glycosylase), 1BRS (barnase-bar-of programs for carrying out the MD simulations. None-
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star), 1CBW (chymotrypsin with BPTI), 1CCP (yeast peroxidase), Analysis of Protein-Ligand and Protein-Protein Interactions
In Cases Where the Structure of the Complex Was Available1CHO (-chymotrypsin with trypsin inhibitor), 1CSE (subtilisin with
eglin-C), 1DFJ (RNaseA with inhibitor), 1FDL (lysozyme with anti- The experimentally observed interface was defined by those resi-
dues that showed a 10% or more change in accessible surface areabody), 1G9M (Gp120 bound with CD4 and 17b), 1JCK (superantigen
with TCR), 1JTG (-lactamase with inhibitor BLIP), 1PP2 (phospoli- in the complex relative to the free protein. The predicted interface
from the different cavity algorithms was delineated as follows.pase), 1RNV (RNase S), 1STF (papain with stefin B), 1UGH (uracil-
DNA glycosylase with inhibitor), 1ULB (phosphorylase with guanine), The largest cavity was considered and all cavities contiguous with
this cavity were picked up by visual inspection and included in1VUB (CcdB topoisomerase poison from E. coli), 2CCY (heme pro-
tein with heme), 2PCC (yeast peroxidase with cytochrome c), 2ZTA this predicted interface. With OMD, this process was automated as
follows: To check whether a given cavity C should be included in(leucine zipper), 3CHY (signal transduction protein), 3CYH (human
cyclophilin), 3HHR (growth hormone bound with receptor), 4DFR the interface, the number of voxels in cavity C (N) that are within a
radius of 6.0 A˚ from any voxel in the largest cavity are calculated.(DHFR with methotrexate), and 5CHA(-chymotrypsin).
To avoid overcounting, if a voxel in cavity C is within a radius of
6.0 A˚ from more than one voxel in the largest cavity, it is still counted
Proteins Used for Docking as one. The percentage of N in the total number of voxels in cavity
3CYH (human cyclophilin), 1AK4 (human cyclophilin in complex with C is calculated. Cavity C is included only if this percentage is more
HIV-1 capsid), 3CHY (signal transduction protein), 1A0O (CheY bind- than 10%. A residue was said to participate in the interface if it had
ing domain of CheA in complex with CheY), 1AKZ (uracil-DNA glyco- at least one atom as a part of the interface. If the largest cavity was
sylase), 1SBC (subtilisin carlsberg), 5CHA (-chymotrypsin), 2OVO not the site of protein-protein binding, the second largest cavity
(ovomucoid third domain from Silver Pheasant), 4PTI (trypsin inhibi- was considered and so on. The rank of the cavity present at the
tor), 1A2P (barnase), 1A19 (barstar), 2PCC (peroxidase with cyto- binding site was termed as the seed rank. The predicted and the
chrome c), 1CCP (yeast peroxidase). observed interfaces were compared for correct prediction, overpre-
diction and underprediction. These were defined as follows: D, num-
ber of residues in the protein-interaction site detected by the algo-Programs
rithm; ND, number of residues in the protein-interaction site notThe Voronoi program was obtained from ftp://hyper.stanford.edu/
detected by the algorithm; O, number of residues predicted by thepub/mbg. Results for CAST calculations were obtained using the
algorithm to form a part of the protein interaction site but absent inprogram CASTp located at www.cast.engr.uic.edu/cast/calculation.
the experimentally observed interface; T, total number of residues
in the experimentally observed protein-interaction site. Percentage
of correct prediction (CP)	 (D/T) 100. Percentage of underpredic-Standard MD Simulations
The MD simulations were performed using the AMBER 6.0 suite of tion (UP) 	 (ND/T)  100 	 100–CP. Percentage of overpredicton
(OP) 	 (O/T)  100.programs (Case et al., 1999). The protein was solvated using the
SOLVATEBOX command of the TLEAP program using a buffer sol- Predicton of Protein Binding Sites from Structure of a Single
Partner Where Both the Complex and the Structurevent layer of 5.5 A˚. The protein coordinates were placed at the center
of a pre-equilibrated box of TIP3P Monte Carlo water molecules. The of at Least One Partner in the Unbound State Was Known
Complexes were chosen where the structure of at least one unboundbox was then copied in all three spatial directions until the solute
was completely solvated and the distance (solvent buffer parameter) partner was also known. The interface was defined as above from
the corresponding bound complex. Cavities were detected in thebetween the wall of the box and closest atom of solute to the wall
was 5.5 A˚. The closeness parameter is kept at unity so that waters unbound monomer. Residues in the largest cavity were then com-
closer than the allowed Van der Waals distance to any protein atom pared with the predicted interface as before.
are removed. The system was heated for 12 ps in steps of 2 ps
each from 0K to 300K. At each step, the temperature was increased
by 50K. The system was equilibrated at constant pressure for 10 Docking
ps at 300K. The system was then subjected to a production run of The docking program used was 3D-Dock (Gabb et al., 1997; Moont
40 ps. Coordinates were saved every 0.1 ps. For barnase (1BNI) et al., 1999) available at www.bmm.icnet.uk/docking/download.html.
and T4 lysozyme (1L62), 200 ps simulations were also carried out. The package is a suite of programs where ftdock performs the
Residue volumes were averaged over the simulation to see if these docking using shape complementarity and electrostatics to rank
converged. the docked complexes. Another program, rpscore, then reranks the
complexes using residue pair potentials. A filter function described
below was introduced in the rpscore program that checks whether
Reference Volume Calculations Using MD Simulations the ligand is positioned over the cavity predicted to be the interface
Voronoi volumes for all nonsolvent atoms were calculated for each in the receptor. If the ligand is improperly positioned, the complex
structure extracted over the MD run trajectory. Volumes were aver-
is assigned a score of zero.
aged for each atom over the trajectory. These were considered as
The Filter Function
the reference volumes.
Rpscore rotates and translates the receptor and the ligand to the
origin. The extent of overlap of the ligand with the cavity space is
calculated. For this, the specified cavity on the surface of the recep-Optimized MD Simulations
tor that is predicted to be the binding site is filled with voxels usingBy varying different parameters such as the heating protocol, sol-
the same algorithm used for detecting voxels inside cavities. Thevent box size, cut-off for nonbonded interactions, volume, and pres-
percentage of voxels inside the cavity clashing with the ligand issure conditions, a protocol was optimized to position solvent around
then calculated. If this value is less the 20%, the complex is assignedthe protein that gave an accuracy of 90% for the atomic Voronoi
a score of zero.volumes as compared to the corresponding volumes from conven-
tional MD simulations for more than 90% of residues. The system
is heated from 0K to 300K in a short time (approximately 3 ps) and
Calculating the Rmsdnot gradually over 12 ps in steps of 2 ps each as is done in the
The quality of docking predictions is assessed by calculating thestandard MD run. Cut-off for nonbonded interactions was 7.0 A˚ and
rmsd of the C atoms after superposition of the predicted complexthe solvent buffer parameter was 5.5 A˚. Production runs were carried
onto the crystal structure. All atoms of both the receptor and theout at constant volume for 10 ps. Potential energy calculations were
ligand are considered during superpostion (Gabb et al., 1997). Anot performed for bonds involving hydrogen as these were con-
correct structure is defined as the structure that has an rmsd ofstrained. Coordinates were saved every 0.1 ps. Cavity volumes were
less than 2 A˚ from the crystal structure for the C atoms. The rankcalculated as described in Results and Discussions. Since the simu-
of the first correct structure detected by the docking procedure islations were run for 10 ps, no correction was made for the rotation
and translation of the molecule as these were insignificant. reported.
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Mutagenesis and In Vivo Activity Assays tion of protein-protein interaction sites from docking energy land-
scapes. J. Mol. Biol. 335, 843–865.Ala scanning mutagenesis was carried out using a procedure similar
to that used in the Stratagene QuikChange mutagenesis Kit. All Frommel, C., Peters, K.P., and Fauck, J. (1996). The automatic
mutants were confirmed by DNA sequencing of the entire gene. search for ligand binding sites in proteins of known three-dimen-
Wild-type and mutant plasmids, cloned into the expression vector sional structure using only geometric criteria. J. Mol. Biol. 256,
pBAD24, were transformed into the E. coli strain XLI Blue and plated 201–213.
in the presence of various concentrations of arabinose. Since CcdB
Gabb, H.A., Jackson, R.M., and Sternberg, M.J. (1997). Modelling
is toxic to E. coli in the absence of its inhibitor CcdA, CcdB and
protein docking using shape complementarity, electrostatics and
CcdA activity could be assayed simply by looking for the presence
biochemical information. J. Mol. Biol. 272, 106–120.
or absence of colonies as a function of arabinose concentration.
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